POSITION:
Stop Loss Analyst
REPORTING MANAGER:
VP-New Business, Account Management and Compliance
X Exempt
Non-exempt

JOB RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY:










Coordinate request for proposal process from receipt of RFP through sale of product/service and renewals. This
includes, but is not limited to:
 Review of initial RFP materials to determine missing information and barriers to stop loss.
 Discussion with sales manager to understand strategic sales direction or if internal declination protocols apply.
 Communication with broker/agent to obtain missing and additional competitive information.
 Entry of all relevant data and milestones in Salesforce and archive creation for all RFP documents relating to
open prospects in shared network location.
 Select appropriate partner markets from which to request proposals based on partner market strengths,
understanding of the prospect group, and sales strategy. Organize, prepare, and submit RFP information to
selected markets. Respond to follow-up inquiries as necessary.
 Review of bids from partner stop loss markets for accuracy, consistency of terms with those requested alignment
with sales strategy, and competitiveness.
 Prepare proposal and provide to sales manager and broker within allotted time frame. Formal written proposals
with extensive background documentation may be required. Additionally, ASO proposals and ancillary proposals
(i.e. Cobra) will be required.
 Respond to follow-up inquiries concerning stop loss quotations from sales manager and/or broker.
 Provide feedback on competitiveness of stop loss proposals, in price and provisions, to partner markets.
 Ensuring that preferred carriers are maintaining appropriate turnaround times and proper rating on renewal and
quotes. Also may include providing preferred carriers with feedback regarding operating standards CDB has set
and strategy development to increase closing ratio and sales of renewal business.
 Responsible for all aspects of the stop loss renewal on current inforce business. Providing the best renewal and
renewal options available.
 Shopping for competitive Stop Loss Insurance by providing timely reporting for client renewals including
negotiations. This process includes analysis of PBM and PPO arrangements as well as plan design and broker
consultation, generation of COBRA rates, completion and coordination of all paperwork and forms for
implementation of stop loss, CDB internal notifications and providing client and broker feedback.
Support the post-sale and renewal process through assistance with stop loss binding, disclosure and
coordination/completion of all documents required for implementation of stop loss and preparation of ASA.
Effectively utilize Salesforce by entering accurate and timely information updates, documentation of milestone
events, and assigning necessary tasks for project workflow. Create new and utilize existing report templates within
Salesforce to track prospect status, provide feedback to brokers and partner markets, and maintain organization of
ongoing work/tasks.
Develop and maintain positive working relationships with both internal and external stakeholders, including but not
limited to Sales Managers, Account Managers, stop loss partners, brokers, and analysts.
Provide marketing support and feedback for the development of new or enhanced products and services. Assist in
updating proposal documents and marketing materials to include new product and service information.
Create and maintain a library of policies and procedures for standard tasks, ensuring continuity of information and
documented training materials are available.
Peer review of proposals for accuracy and clarity, ensuring shared knowledge of current prospects and superior
communication in external proposals.

ESSENTIAL SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE:









Understanding of self-funding and third party administration including, but not limited to stop loss, all components of
health benefits, plan design, FSAs, HRAs and HSAs, wellness, and COBRA, preferred.
Prior experience with Underwriting preferred
MS Office proficient, with exceptional Excel capabilities.
Highly organized and detail-oriented self-starter, having the ability to work with little direction.
Able to manage multiple projects concurrently, with the capacity to prioritize and deliver accurate and timely results.
Advanced problem solving and critical thinking skills, with a strong mathematical proficiency.
Strong sense of urgency and customer focus, including a consultative approach to customer service .

